
Motion Sculpture
Year 5

During Art this week, you will be looking at different motion 
sculptures created by an Artist called Peter Jansen.
The piece of art that we will be looking at is from a series of 
dynamic sculptures “Human Motions” where he uses shapes 
of the human body to create energetic spaces. 

Let’s have a look at some of his work!



This is a piece 
Jansen created 
known as 
“Runner”. As you 
can see, this is a 
repetition of the 
same image – this 
is also the image 
that we will be 
recreating! 



Over to you…

Today, we would like you to research some of Peter Jansen’s Human 
Motion art and record ideas and critiques about the piece

Critique means to review or examine something – this means to find 
things that you like and how he has created it. 

If you research on Google: Peter Jansen Human Motion art – you will 
images of all of his work. 

Here is an example of what we would like to see…



I like how he has brought the image of a 
dancer to life, it looks as though we can 
see each movement that he makes!

I think that he has made this look very 
realistic the way the body parts are 
animated!

I think he could have made this better by 
making the picture look as if it was 
moving! 

I didn’t like how the hands and legs look 
so close together – it doesn’t look like 
they are moving at all!



Next up…

• Once you have researched and evaluated some of Jansen’s pieces, it is 
time to create your own! Compare your favourite pieces and choose 
which one you would like to create.
• Try and draw a human body template and cut it out on A4 paper!  

This could be your starting 
point for when we create our 
own human motion sculpture!


